MIDAS Agenda

7/29/2019

1. Data governance
   a. Discussion of Data Cookbook Webinar
   b. State reporting this fall

2. President’s Data Team debrief and executive dashboard update

3. Meeting with the Executive committee July 30

4. Tableau discussion - update

5. Sub-committees updates
   a. Data quality/data dictionary – report on updates
   b. Data dashboards and portals, prioritization and communication – charged with shepherding the role-out of new reports and protocols
   c. Data warehouse – updates
   d. Data auditors and wranglers updates
   e. Survey data – time to constitute this committee – who should be on from MIDAS? Add Brian Pickerill (Qualtrics administrator). This committee also needs to address any BSU SIS data used for faculty research and thus needs faculty representation as well as Academic Affairs.

Others?